ONENESS 101: 30 – Diamond Dodecahedron
Since about June 21, we have been transiting the 7th solar month of the year in which we focus
on our power of imagination that expresses primarily via the third eye chakra and the thalamus
of the brain. The disciple is Nathanael Bartholomew and the corresponding color is crystal clear.
By way of the receiving-and-sending station of our third eye, we perceive and broadcast new I
Am images of oneness, healing and integration. Are you feeling alone, separate, disconnected,
discombobulated? Ask Spirit for a new image of wholeness and harmony, balance and peace.
Are you letting someone drive you crazy with their selfishness and drama? Ask Father-Mother
God for a new image that you radiate in the silence to him or her. What you see, will be.
How will the image come to you? In your meditation as a vision or a flow of ideas. In a dream or
series of dreams. During an “aha” experience. While talking with a friend, listening to a talk at
church, sharing in your study group or taking a walk.
How do you receive clearly in the midst of so much negativity on Earth? How can we be in this
world but not of this world? To do so, we must be “cloaked.”
Visualization: Picture yourself within a crystal clear dodecahedron of Christ light. This is a 12sided structure, with each side or facet being composed of a
5-sided pentagon. “5” represents healing, unity, integration.
“12” stands for the 12 powers of faith, strength, love,
wisdom, will, power, imagination, understanding, order, zeal,
regeneration and elimination.
(Since the dodecahedron is not a common shape, it helps to
have one in front of you to aid you in your visualization. You
can purchase a small crystal like the one to the right at
www.healingcrystals.com; on the home page, in the search
box, type in “clear quartz dodecahedron.”)
The dodecahedron around you is about 12 feet tall and 12 feet wide. Your third eye is at its
center. Its bottom pentagon is a foot or so below your feet. Inside this protective structure, you
receive clear new I Am images for healing yourself and others.
The more you see and practice being inside the dodecahedron, the more it solidifies in your
consciousness. In time, the 12-sided crystal becomes as hard and clear as a diamond.
Look out through the diamond dodecahedron and see the Christ in each other person. Realize
that when they look at you, unless they are spiritually aware, they will look right through but not
see the crystal and will perceive you as just another normal human being. After all, you are
“cloaked.” Moreover, whatever thoughts, images and energies they try to project onto you will
be blocked at the surface of the dodecahedron. You see such images but they do not affect you.
Instead, you call forth new I Am images that you radiate to others for their healing.
See it. Practice it. Be it. Be the diamond dodecahedron that you are, made in the image of God.
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